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INTRODUCTION

Software, systems and services are at the heart of the knowledge economy and society.

They form the basis of a global industry, worth some €74 billion per year in the EU alone and are

a major source of innovation and growth. In addition to the software vendor industry itself, they

underpin the development of systems, products and services in many other industrial sectors.

A competitive European software and service industry will be key to achieving the EU’s Lisbon

goals of greater competitiveness, sustainability and inclusion.

The ability to compete in software technologies will be even more important in future, as we head

towards systems that are not only more intelligent, intuitive and user-friendly, but also ever-more

closely embedded in our working and living environment (“ambient intelligence”). Such scenarios will

depend on our ability to effectively develop and deploy highly complex software systems based on

innovative and flexible architectures.

This growing reliance on software has created new challenges in software development. Not only

is more software needed than ever before, but the requirements are very exacting: interoperability,

reliability, security, accessibility and customisation are all key considerations. Hence, the demands

placed on the software engineering community - to quickly develop new products with flexibility,

robustness and quality - have also increased.

Open source software has sparked innovative new business models for both software and services,

with new players competing by adding value or providing new services. European software developers

can exploit these capabilities to gain competitive advantage.

This brochure describes IST research on Software Technologies, showing the integrated nature of

European research in this domain. It presents profiles of specific research areas holding a promising

future, together with selected project descriptions to exemplify and illustrate key on-going research

and technology development. It also describes the technology platform NESSI, an industry driven

initiative that is developing a common research agenda for the field of services and software.

IST’s research on software technologies aims to support the competitive position of the European

software industry (notably SMEs) in more globalised and service-oriented markets. It is seeking

solutions to improve the productivity of the software development process, master complexity

and support the drive towards ambient intelligence. Research will provide the next generation of

open and interoperable platforms, methodologies, middleware, standards and tools to easily create

and deploy new types of software, systems and services.

The brochure is one of six in The Networked Future series, describing European funded

research for Network and Communication Technologies.
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Competing in software technologies

Major industries such as telecommunications, automotive, aerospace, consumer elec-

tronics and engineering are highly software-intensive.A more competitive European

software industry can thus reinforce Europe’s strengths in many industrial sectors.
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Most software development methods in use today have
their origin in foundational concepts that emerged in a
particularly fruitful decade between 1967 and 19771 –
for example, object-orientation, the software
development life cycle, user participation, information-
hiding, functional decomposition, prototyping, the
structured approach – all can be traced to the research
literature from this period.

However, the current software development context is
radically different from that faced then.The principal
reason for this change in context, besides the increased
performance of computer components, is the global
deployment and widespread use of networking
technologies like the Internet that increasingly connect
devices together.

On the one hand this interconnection of ever more
powerful computers opened the door to a vast field of
opportunities for new applications and services, leading
to concepts like Ambient Intelligence and encouraging
research activities in, for instance, System of Systems2.

On the other hand, this interconnection of systems,
exhibiting sometimes unexpected behaviour, translates
into a significant increase in complexity for the
production and maintenance of software in terms of
dependability, variability management, dynamic
adaptability, interoperability, etc. Furthermore, as time
goes on, it is necessary to take into account legacy
software and its evolution, which makes the situation
even more complicated.

The time has now come to ground software
development methods on concepts and issues more
relevant to the global context for software and services.
Emerging approaches such as aspect-oriented software
development (AOSD) and model-driven development
(MDD) need to be elaborated.Approaches from the

complexity domain need to be considered.The success
of the open source development model also provides
lessons that can be incorporated into conventional soft-
ware development. New requirements engineering
techniques that describe customers’ needs, mapped to
suitable service architectures and business models, are
needed for an appropriate system and service
development process. In tandem with this, there is a
need for tools for improving the software development
process that enable developers and providers to
measure quality and predict reliability.

Software evolution is also an important topic to be
considered on its own. Software evolves and we need to
deal with versions that may be somewhat outdated but
have to cooperate with newer versions in a distributed
environment. Furthermore this should be done
dynamically and largely automatically when inter-
connected software systems are of various ages, use
different technology, and run in various evolution states.

A portfolio of 17 projects running in 2006, including for
instance Modelplex,AOSD-Europe, Credo,Ample,
Selfman, DeDiSys and Evotest is addressing many of
these issues, for a total budget of nearly 112 M (70 M
Community contribution).

1 Some of these concepts emerged in an earlier period - for example, the
systems development life cycle and object orientation may be traced to the
mid-1950s, However, the argument is that they became prominent in the
decade 1967-1977.

2 It is commonly recognised that System of Systems demonstrate all or some of
the following properties: (1) Operational independence, (2) Managerial
independence, (3) Evolutionary development, (4) Emergent behaviour and (5)
Geographic distribution and relate to several autonomous constituents.
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Further Information
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
software.htm 

EvoTest – Evolutionary Testing for Complex Systems
Trends such as globalisation and shorter lifecycles place great demands on the
flexibility of the software industry. In order to compete on an international
scale, a decreasing time to market and an increasing level of quality are
essential. However, the complexity of software systems is increasing.This
makes quality assurance more difficult, since complex systems present
unpredictable global behaviours that cannot easily be explained from the
characteristics of their components.

Testing is, at the moment, the most widely used quality assurance technique.
However, the development of cost-effective and high-quality complex systems
opens challenges that cannot be faced only with traditional testing
approaches. New techniques for systematisation and automation are required.
Automation of difficult and time-consuming tasks like test case design seems
to be the only way to master the complexity, and develop quality systems
within a competitive amount of time.

EvoTest is a multidisciplinary project that combines the power of evolutionary
adaptive techniques, inspired by biological evolution, with software engineering
techniques like slicing, program transformation and reliability analysis in order
to find solutions to the problems of testing software systems and deal with its
complexity. Since evolutionary algorithms are themselves complex systems,
exhibiting emergent and adaptive behaviour, they are ideally suited to the
nature of the problem.

EvoTest : http://www.evotest.eu

A New Aspect for European Software Technologies
Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) allows computer
programmers to develop and make changes to complex projects using a
more modular approach. By more clearly separating properties with a
system-wide impact, they can make changes to such properties independently
of the rest of the system.These changes can then be reflected in other parts
of the system.

The techniques can be used to modularise properties such as security,
distribution and mobility in a variety of application domains and are
applicable to legacy, contemporary and next generation
software systems.Their potential benefits include
improved ways of reasoning about a particular problem
and solution, a reduction in application code size, reduced
development costs and maintenance time, and improved
design and code reuse.

The AOSD-Europe project brings together Europe’s
leading AOSD researchers. Organised within four virtual
laboratories, they focus on analysis and design;
programming languages; formal methods; and applications.
The aim is to harmonise activities of members so as to address the current
fragmentation of AOSD activities in Europe and strengthen innovation.

AOSD: www.aosd-europe.net
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A service platform for the knowledge economy

Research in service engineering will provide the technological basis for new types of

value-added end-user services.
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October 1st 2010
Alfonso is picked up by Betty to drive to work. Before Betty arrives, he investigates replacing the mortgage on his house
with a new one that offers lower interest rates.When Betty arrives,Alfonso saves his workspace on his computer, picks
up his smart phone and gets in the car. He discusses the mortgage situation with Betty who tells him about a service she
uses to collect information.Alfonso is interested and takes out his smart phone to open the workspace he was working
with earlier.The car senses this and offers to provide the user interface.Alfonso accepts it, as the screen and keyboard in
the car are better than those of the mobile phone.The communication, however, still flows via Alfonso’s mobile phone
rather than the car’s GPRS connection, so Betty will not be charged for the data transported.

Alfonso accesses a service locator and asks it to search for the service suggested by Betty.The locator service responds
with a message stating that this service cannot be accessed via the telecom operator that Alfonso is using and presents a
set of comparable services. Since the free services are not independent, he selects a chargeable service.The mortgage
information service accesses a marketplace with a profile of Alfonso where different commercial service providers bid for
the opportunity of advertising to him.An insurance service provider (knowing that Alfonso owns a house) wins the
bidding process.Alfonso watches the commercial and at the end is asked whether he wants to receive an offer for home
insurance. He is interested in the offer and asks the service to make an appointment with the local agent in two weeks.
Betty warns him that they’re close to work, so Alfonso saves the current workspace to continue in the evening.

Courtesy of Project SeCSE: http://secse.eng.it/pls/secse/ecolnet.home

This scenario provides a vision of the role software
services will play for European citizens in the future.
In the “always on” information society, users will be able
to access a whole variety of services using many
different types of devices and environments. Some of
the devices will take over the role of conventional
everyday objects (maps, books, diaries, cameras, etc) by
combining and adding value.

Others will allow users to access new types of intelligent,
value-added services, made possible by the innovative
combination of existing and emerging technologies, like
the mobile internet and geographical information systems.

Three types of service will be involved:

• Context adaptive and intelligent user services: These are
the services at work when the car senses that Alfonso
is opening his workspace and therefore offers him a
better user interface.

• Information services: Services that provide (personalised)
information, for instance the service Betty uses to
collect information about mortgages.

• Intermediary services: Services that help in finding
appropriate services, for instance the locator that
Alfonso uses to look for the mortgage service; or the
marketplace service where commercial service
providers bid for advertising opportunities.

What Is Different About Services?
Two new roles are introduced when talking about services
– the provider and consumer.A provider makes a service
available, and a consumer uses it without worrying about
its internal details. Consumers can at the same time be
providers, by making available a service that also uses an
already existing service. Ideally, value networks of co-
operating services will start appearing that can offer
personalised functionality to individuals or organisations.
These value networks can be created in advance by a
provider, but also “on the fly” responding to their specific
needs. In the scenario above the creation of such a value
chain is happening in the marketplace, where services
compete to show an advertisement to Alfonso before the
mortgage information is provided to him.

Research Challenges
From the software technologies point of view, the
introduction of new end-user services into networks
and devices presents major challenges.

• Challenge 1: Service Description: Firstly, the interface
between the services must be specified.The interface
is the “contract” between the provider and consumer,
and should contain all information needed by each
party.
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Further Information
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
services.html

With the current state-of-the-art technology - web
services - it is only possible to provide syntactical
descriptions. Research is focusing on extending this with
semantics, making it possible for consumers to
understand the meaning of the functionality offered and
to understand how the service can be used properly.
Other properties of the service need to be described as
well, so that a consumer can decide whether he/she can
depend on that service and what costs are associated
with using it.

• Challenge 2: Service Discovery: A good service description
is a pre-requisite for service discovery.The intermediary
locator service used by Alfonso can discover services
similar to the mortgage information collection service
used by Betty.To do this it should be able to judge what
“similar” means.This is a form of semantic matching,
currently one of the hot topics of research. Semantic
matching will also be useful when designing new
services, by discovering and then combining existing
services or combinations of services.

• Challenge 3: Service Composition: To develop value
networks of services it is necessary to put the services
together, or “compose” them. Currently this is done by a
tedious manual process. Usually, only services developed
within one company are composed because, in general,
relying on services provided by a third party is still too
risky.The real potential of software services will be
available when we make this step from static intra-
company composition to dynamic, inter-company
composition. It will then be possible to create an on-the-
fly value network of services that responds to personal
needs, like the network responding to Alfonso’s request
for information about mortgages.

Research for Service Engineering
IST’s research on software technologies is addressing
these challenges. Research projects, like AMIGO,
INFRAWEBS, SODIUM and SECSE are preparing the
ground for new types of end-user service economies
where innovative players (emerging service SMEs,
telecom operators, even individuals) have the software
infrastructure and tools to easily create and deploy new
types of services.To offer unprecedented opportunities
for the European society, research is expected to lead
to the development of services that are:

• simple to use with a high perceived value;
• adaptive to the situation and environment;
• supportive and intelligent, leaving the user in control;
• provided transparently through different infrastructures

and devices.
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Complex software systems

New approaches in software technologies will help in the design and management of

complex systems.
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Modern ICT systems are growing ever larger and more
inter-dependent, making them increasingly difficult to
design, test, control and maintain. From networks with
millions of computers, to information repositories with
many millions of records, and software programs with
tens of millions of lines of code, we see ICT systems
becoming ever more complex.

“Complex” can be interpreted in a number of different
ways here. On the one hand, systems are complex in the
sense that they are big and complicated, with ever greater
number of entities and inter-connections. But for
scientists,“complex systems” has a more precise meaning:
they use the term to refer to systems where the
interactions of the system entities or components can give
rise to unforeseen behaviours for the system as a whole.

Complex systems are ones where the “whole is greater
than the sum of the parts”. In nature, for example,
interactions between ants based on chemical signals lead
to behaviour for the ant colony that is unknown to the
individual ants. Similarly in economics, the behaviour of
individual investors can lead to unpredictable macro-
level effects for the market as a whole. Scientists call
this “emergent” behaviour and it is a central feature in
complex systems research.

Mastering Software Productivity
These phenomena have important consequences for
software engineering.

As software is becoming more pervasive and a lot of
activities depend on it, software engineering
technologies must also meet higher demands on the
quality of the produced software. One growing concern
is the ability to produce flexible software, as software-
based products and services have to evolve, specialise,
and interconnect to each other to satisfy ever increasing
needs.

Guaranteeing the reliability and security of software-
intensive systems is a particular concern, especially for
applications with critical safety, security or dependability
requirements. Current software systems are now
constructed by configuration, and by the assembly and
reuse of components rather than by original programming.
Even so much more needs to be done to make software
systems easier to specify, construct and test.

New approaches to software system design are being
used to master the production of software and address
the so-called “software crisis”. Model driven architecture
(MDA) is striving to develop large software systems by
defining and refining models, while aspect-oriented
software development (AOSD) is researching
techniques for modularising cross-cutting concerns in
software design, like security and distribution.

Software for Complex Systems
While new approaches are being investigated, we are
anyway currently reaching the point of not being able to
manage our systems.We are not able to manage big
software systems, nor are we able to write proper
software that could manage real physical complex
systems.We hear of many examples of system failures
that could not be predicted or “had not been taken into
account”.

As elsewhere, complexity in large, distributed software
systems makes it difficult to predict certain types of
behaviours or errors that result at global system level
from the interaction between their components.The
overall system behaviour cannot be extrapolated from
the way the software components interact and the
overall system functionalities can not be sufficiently
guaranteed.

Results from the complexity domain could possibly
allow us to manage big software systems and to provide
specific software for dealing with physical complex
systems (e.g. as in peer-to-peer networks).

In this vision, future software will write itself; we will no
longer worry about it and we will take it for granted.
Many systems will be controlled by software without
human intervention and they will interact with us in a
“humane” way.

To achieve this, we have to make software robust,
flexible and adaptable, with self-managing properties.An
important feature of software systems will be to display
this adaptive, emergent behaviour.Tools and
methodologies are needed to manage this complexity,
either hiding it from the user or taking advantage of it.
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Further Information
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
csystems.htm

A Self-Healing Approach to Designing Complex
Software Systems
The growing complexity of the IT infrastructure is threatening to
undermine the very benefits provided by the software itself.The
SHADOWS project targets the problem of growing software complexity
and its detrimental impact on software reliability.The project introduces a
new model-based paradigm for the development of self-healing
software systems.The notion of self-healing, as defined and pursued by
this project, is the capability of a software system to automatically diagnose
and heal the root cause of its failures and performance problems, and to
prevent them from reappearing.This method of discovering problems, or
potential problems, and finding a way to keep the system functioning
smoothly is done through structural modifications to the software system
and its operating parameters.

The SHADOWS project addresses self-healing of complex systems and
extends the state-of-the-art in several ways. SHADOWS introduces
pioneering technologies to enable the systematic self-healing of classes of
failures that are not solved by other approaches. One of its main
innovations is the integration of technologies that work at different levels of
abstraction, addressing different classes of problems, and sharing a common
solution framework.

The SHADOWS approach for self-healing is unique in its model-based
orientation. Models of desired software behaviour govern the self-healing
process throughout the system design and system deployment phases.The
notion of a model in this context is broad and includes fault models,
assertions on correctness, and the definition of performance thresholds.
Driven by these models, the SHADOWS paradigm introduces and combines
multiple functions of self-healing across the system lifecycle.

SHADOWS: https://sysrun.haifa.il.ibm.com/shadows/index.html
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Innovation and creativity: the open source advantage

Open source software is beginning to make a noticeable impact on the mainstream
software market. European software developers need to exploit these capabilities to
gain competitive advantage, and at the same time build their European and
international networks.
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After more than a decade of sustained growth, free and
open source software (F/OSS) is now an established
feature of the mainstream software market.As the
F/OSS model becomes more accepted, new OSS-based
solutions are emerging which bring increased choice for
consumers, be they individuals, businesses or
governments. Considering the size of the software and
services market, F/OSS will likely have an increasingly
important economic impact.

Under the open source model, software users are able
to freely share the code and are actively encouraged to
modify and redistribute it, subject to certain licence
conditions.This has sparked innovative new business
models for both software and services, with new players
competing by adding value or providing new services.
European software developers can exploit these
capabilities to gain competitive advantage.

Many of Europe’s major industries – such as avionics,
automotive, consumer electronics, pharmaceuticals and
telecommunications – are major producers of software
and are beginning to look seriously at OSS as a means
of improving their productivity and competitiveness.
Open source software can also play a key role in a
commercial strategy to establish a community of users
and form an infrastructure for user-supplier networks.
Furthermore, the adoption of standards is often
promoted by providing an OSS reference
implementation.

One particularly important market is e-government:
European administrations spend around 6.6 billion per
year on IT, and studies suggest considerable savings
could be made by them sharing OSS resources. Some
public authorities in the EU are already specifying F/OSS
for new software projects because of its flexibility,
transparency and cost advantages.

Research for Open Source Software
The European Commission has been an active player in
support of innovation in this area. Initial steps were
taken in 1998 with the setting up of the Working Group
on Libre Software, which produced a highly influential
report (see: http://eu.conecta.it/).

Many of the Working Group’s recommendations
regarding research and technology development aspects
of free and open source software were taken up by the
IST Programme. Under FP5 some 20 research projects
with F/OSS dimensions were funded under several
action lines and these were informally clustered.They
contributed to the development of essential
components of a F/OSS software infrastructure, and
associated development tools or applications.They
included a series of projects in e-government and e-
security, areas where open source is recognised as
making significant contributions in improving trust,
confidentiality and security.

These efforts continue under FP6. PYPY, for instance, is
researching and implementing a flexible, configurable and
performant version of Python, a popular F/OSS
programming language.Another project, EDOS, will
produce technology and tools to improve the
development and customisation of OSS distributions.

Several projects are concerned with structuring and
coordination rather than technical development.
FLOSSWorld aims to strengthen Europe’s leadership in
international research in F/OSS and open standards, and
improve international cooperation (see box).TOSSAD
will coordinate efforts in the F/OSS communities through
initiatives in national programmes, the identification of
synergies, and creating partnerships in the new Member
States.Also concerned with coordination, CALIBRE will
promote best practices, develop a research roadmap and
set-up a European Industry Open Source Software Policy
Forum (see page 22).
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Beyond F/OSS Research
The impact of F/OSS reaches far beyond research and
development activities. Policy actions and non-research
programmes are also instrumental in promoting use of
open source software.

For instance, the eEurope 2005 Action Plan called for the
consideration of open source software solutions in many
areas, in particular in the field of public administrations
(under the eGovernment priority). In parallel IDABC – a
programme to promote the Interoperable Delivery of
European eGovernment Services to public Administrations,
Businesses and Citizens - studied the pooling of open
source software resources and production between
European administrations and is studying the setting up
of an OSS portal. Its predecessor, the IDA programme,
also supported the development of open source
migration guidelines.

In addition, F/OSS is increasingly recognised by public bodies
within Europe and around the world, either through explicit
policy statements or procurement decisions.

Further Information
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
foss.htm

Global Collaboration for Open Source
Free/libre/open source software (FLOSS) is arguably one of the best examples of
open, collaborative, internationally distributed production and development that
exists today, resulting in tremendous interest around the world, from
governments, businesses, academics and developer communities. But empirical
data on the impact of FLOSS, its use and development is still quite limited.
Furthermore, FLOSS is a global phenomenon, particularly relevant in developing
countries, and more knowledge on FLOSS outside Europe is needed.

FLOSSWorld is a unique project to promote global collaboration relating to
FLOSS. Launched in May 2005, it involves 17 partners in 12 countries around the
world, including FLOSS communities in Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Croatia,
India, Malaysia and South Africa.The initiative will enable research and policy
development at a global level for the first time, and facilitate further collaboration
between the EU and developing countries in this area.

FLOSSWorld is designed around three research tracks, each providing insights
and gathering empirical evidence on important aspects of FLOSS usage and
development:

- Human capacity building: investigating FLOSS communities as informal skills
development environments, with economic value for employment generation.

- Software development: what are the regional and international differences –
technical, organisational, business – between FLOSS projects across countries? 

- eGovernment policy: what policies and behaviour do governments around the
world adopt towards FLOSS, open standards and interoperability? 

In parallel with these will be a fourth track, for workshops and building
further collaboration.

FLOSSWorld: http://flossworld.org/index.php
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NESSI – building ICT for the era of future services

The economy is shifting to services. It is key that all European ICT players unite to

seize this opportunity. NESSI embodies this alliance.
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The software and IT services sector are a major force for
innovation.

Services are the building blocks of a future that will move
the internet beyond information and collaboration into an
era of dynamic solutions that constantly adapt to evolving
user needs.

In this context, software and IT services can make an
essential contribution to granting citizens, companies and
public administrations of any size the flexibility they need
to apply innovative business models and processes to
provide their clients with the services they need.

The NESSI mission is to develop a vision of software
and services in 2020 and the supporting common
Strategic Agenda that will drive research in this
area for the coming years in order to realise the
vision.

NESSI – providing innovative solutions 
From its analysis of real-life operation, NESSI has
identified 8 focus areas that require innovative research.

From single vendor lock-in to the burden of dealing
with networks, computers and software packages, from
the need to better support business processes to
improving responsiveness to user needs, NESSI aims at
meeting the challenges of innovation in each of these
areas and fostering solutions fully validated in identified
user contexts through the extensive use of pilots.

NESSI’s Strategic Research Agenda 
NESSI has structured its Strategic Research Agenda
(SRA) across three volumes.The first volume was
delivered in March 2006 and scopes the entire space in
which NESSI has and will operate.

It introduces the NESSI holistic model which recognises
that services are embedded in a commercial and cultural
context.Taking this context into account is a key
differentiator used to ensure that technology is
successful and acceptable to all.The challenge is to
provide an environment that  fosters adaptive, trusted,
secure and reliable services, ensuring that all the
necessary conditions for the uptake of innovative
services are met.

The next SRA volumes will map the needs of the NESSI
holistic model onto existing and future research and will
detail the steps towards implementation.

NESSI – aiming to deliver
NESSI aims to deliver through industrial and research
collaborations full implementations of the NESSI
Framework, the service backbone defined in the NESSI
holistic model.These implementations will be interoperable
through the use of open standards. In this context, NESSI
will actively contribute to and when necessary create all the
standards required for the existence of service backbones.
These backbones, which will benefit from the
complementarity of other platforms such as e-Mobility and
NEM, are pre-requisites to the development and the safe
and secure uptake of new services.

NESSI milestones
September 2005 – 13 ICT companies launch NESSI in
the presence of Commissioner Viviane Reding.

January 2006 – The First Forum conference initiates the
enlargement process and presents the NESSI Governance
model to all interested stakeholders. It introduced the draft
volume 1 of the Strategic Research Agenda. More than 
300 participants attended the event.

January 2006 – Open Source channel created as ONESSI
to foster collaboration with the Open Source community.

February 2006 – one month public review of the SRA
volume 1.

March 2006 – Strategic Research Agenda volume 1
published. It clearly identifies NESSI Framework as the core
of NESSI.

Empowering citizens and businesses – NESSI – the Networked
European Software and Services Initiative – is THE European
Technology Platform that focuses on transforming the Internet
into a fully-fledged service environment where personalised and
targeted answers to user defined needs are delivered. Moving
the Internet and more generally networked operations beyond
information and collaboration into the service era.

Meeting the challenge – NESSI partners, representing a 1.7
Million strong workforce and 490 B€ revenues are fully
committed to delivering the NESSI Strategic Research Agenda
involving private and public investments over the coming decade.
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June 2006 – The First General Assembly welcomes 9 new
partners and over 200 members.Three initial working
groups were announced: Services Sciences;Trust, Security
and Dependability; eHealth.

June 2006 – a first standardisation workshop and bilateral
meetings with standards development organisations mark
the start of the establishment of strong links to the
standardisation communities.

July 2006 – SRA volume 3 details short term roadmap

July 2006 – NESSI increases efforts towards users to
enhance their presence within the NESSI community.

July to October 2006 – Additional working groups
created to map to the NESSI Holistic model.

November 2006 – SRA volume 2 details “strategy to
build NESSI”

November 2006 – Clearly identified user scenarios will be
presented at the upcoming IST’06 conference in Helsinki.

2006 onwards – NESSI expansion throughout Europe is
taking place with national NESSI related initiatives: INES in
Spain, NESSI-Slovenia in Slovenia, NOSSI in Norway.

2007 - First implementations of parts of the NESSI
Framework are expected by the end of 2007.

NESSI - open to all
Launched in September 2005 as the European Technology
Platform on Software and Services, NESSI has established a
governance model that fosters open and proactive
collaboration.

At the heart of NESSI are the working groups. Open to all
through a simple online membership application, the
working groups contribute strongly to the update and
continued elaboration of the Strategic Research Agenda and
to the validation of user contexts.

Alcatel
Atos Origin
BT
Engineering
Fraunhofer SCAI
HP
IBM
Lero
LogicaCMG
MoMa
Nokia
ObjectWeb

Rodan Systems
SAP
Siemens
Software AG
Sun Microsystems
Telecom Italia
Telefonica
Thales
TIE
Universidad
Politecnica de Madrid

NESSI partners:

Contact information:
11 Avenue des Pléiades 
(1st floor) 
Bruxelles /Brussels 1200,
BELGIQUE/BELGIUM 
Tel +32 2 762 0082 
Fax +32 2 762 0151 
E-mail:
office@nessi-europe.com or
info@nessi-europe.com

NESSI members:
check our growing list of members online at
www.nessi-europe.com
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The missing link for software productivity

MODELPLEX drives major innovations to enable more cost-effective development

and management of complex software systems.
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Background
Software is vital for the European economy: it provides
the infrastructure of our societies and underpins
competitiveness and innovation in many economic
sectors. Over recent years, however, the complexity of
software has increased much faster than the
productivity of software development.This has resulted
in a growing gap between the demands of end-users and
the solutions that current methods are able to deliver.
MODELPLEX aims to reduce this gap by exploiting and
capitalising on recent scientific and technical advances
known as Model-Driven Development (MDD).

Focus
MODELPLEX has three major objectives:

• Objective A: Develop an open solution for complex
systems engineering improving quality and
productivity;

• Objective B: Lead its industrialisation;

• Objective C: Ensure its successful adoption by the
industry.

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is an approach to
Software Engineering that has proven benefits of cost
reduction and quality improvement. Although models can
indeed provide the necessary abstractions that enable
human comprehension, communication, simulation and
analysis, and synthesis of implementation artefacts, which is
key for complex systems engineering, applicability still
remains a challenge. MODELPLEX defines and develops a
coherent infrastructure specifically for the application of
MDE to the development and subsequent management of
complex systems within a variety of industrial domains.
MODELPLEX uses established MODELWARE3

technologies as a basis for providing an enhanced MDE
approach. MODELPLEX will be driven by industrial use
cases ensuring the applicability and the integration of the
different technologies produced by the academics and
industrial partners.

MODELPLEX is organised into two phases of 18
months.The first phase will build and deliver
appropriate MDE solutions for complex systems and
prepare their consolidation within selected industrial
domains. The second phase will improve this based on
the lessons learned in the first phase.
To achieve the objectives, a consortium of 21
complementary partners of internationally recognized
experts in MDE has been set up. It includes major
leaders of software intensive industry firms, tool
vendors, academia and consultancy companies based in
8 countries.

Project Activities
MODELPLEX drives major innovations along three
focused technical axes: model engineering; verification
and validation; and system management. MODELPLEX
will integrate these innovations in a modelling
framework based upon the MODELWARE platform.

3 MODELWARE is an EU-project that started in August 2004.
See www.modelware-ist.org for details.
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Impact and Exploitation
The MODELPLEX proposal is fully aligned and
consistent with the initial scope for NESSI strategic
research. It will provide the ability to “master complex
software systems and their provision as service-oriented
utilities”. MODELPLEX will also “develop novel
technologies, strategies and deployment policies that foster
openness, through the increased adoption of open standards
and open source software as well as the provision of open
services.”

In relation to this, significant impacts can be anticipated
in three strategic areas:

1. Improvement of the competitiveness of complex
systems’ engineering in Europe 

2. Improvement of the position of the primary software
sector in Europe

3.Development of job opportunities for Europe’s highly
trained software professionals 

Making MODELPLEX an instrument for European
leadership in MDE for Complex Systems requires
proactive actions  of dissemination and coordination
towards the Software and System engineering
communities in Europe, for e.g.:

• Actions  of organisation and coordination especially
targeted at European tool providers and industrial
users

• Organisation of events, animation of forums, and
user groups dedicated to MDD and MDE for
Complex Systems

• Proactive dissemination of the MDE approach and
practices within the Complex Systems engineering
communities

MODELPLEX will leverage the communities already set-
up by MODELWARE.These communities will serve as a
central forum open to all European institutes and
companies. Furthermore, MODELPLEX will continue to
be involved in and support the ECMDA-FA conferences
series, started by MODELWARE.

MODELPLEX results will be mainly public and widely
distributed so that innovators can take advantage of them
as soon as possible, without waiting for tool providers and
consulting firms to deliver packaged products and
services.

Further Information
Project Name:
Modelling Solution for
Complex Software Systems
(MODELPLEX)
Reference number:
IST-34081 (Integrated Project)
Web:
www.modelplex-ist.org
Duration:
Sep 2006 – Aug 2009
(36 months)
Project Funding (EC/total):
€11.00m / €20.03m 
Project Contact:
Jonathan Sage, IBM,
Jonathan.sage@uk.ibm.com
DG INFSO Contact:
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
index.html
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Services anywhere, anytime

As people become more accustomed to using mobile services in both work and

leisure situations, their expectations about what services should be available, where

they should be available and how well they should perform in different situations

become more demanding.
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Background
Mobile computing is rapidly invading our lives. Most
people already carry a mobile device of some sort
wherever they go, and an increasingly diverse set of
devices (PDAs, smart phones, GPS etc.) are becoming
widely available. However, with existing methods and
tools it is technically difficult to create applications that
live up to the expectations of users. The very range of
devices and types of infrastructure, the ways in which
they can change, the situations in which users can find
themselves and the functions they want, introduce great
complexity and pose considerable technical challenges.
System developers must deal with numerous
configuration, operational and maintenance issues and
provide systems that dynamically and automatically
adapt.The high costs associated with this mean that
such applications are often not commercially feasible.

Focus
MUSIC, an integrated project under FP6, aims to
provide an open platform that makes it technically
and commercially feasible for the wider IT industry (not
just telecom operators) to develop innovative
mobile applications which:

• Are context-aware i.e. understand user “context” in
the widest sense, including factors related to users
themselves (role, location, environmental conditions
etc.) and factors related to changing availability of
computing and communications facilities.

• Are self-adapting i.e. dynamically adapt functionality
and internal implementation mechanisms to changes in
context;

• Are inherently distributed in nature, and may involve
direct interactions between multiple users;

• Are aimed primarily at mobile users, but may include
stationary users too;

• Address extra-functional aspects (e.g. security,
dependability, …) according to user needs;

• Can be described as "innovative" either because they
provide users with entirely new services or because
they make traditional services available in a practical
and usable form in a mobile environment.

Project Activities
To overcome these difficulties, and promote the
development and widespread deployment of innovative
mobile applications, MUSIC will:
• Develop an open platform for the development of

self-adaptive mobile applications, including methods,
tools and middleware.

• Use the platform to develop trial applications, based
on a set of challenging application scenarios.

• Use the trial applications to:

o Drive the R&D work of the project;
o Assess the technical adequacy of project results;
o Promote project concepts and results to the wider

IT industry.
• Carry out research to produce the conceptual

underpinning needed for the platform, including extra-
functional aspects of context-awareness and
adaptibility (e.g. security, dependability, responsiveness).

• Promote standardisation by aligning the work of the
project with relevant standards, proposing
modifications to existing standards and/or proposing
new standards.

• Use an open source approach for core project results,
and use this as a key element in the strategy to ensure
widespread uptake of results.

Research and technology development will focus on:

• Modelling of adaptable software and context
dependencies.

• Mechanisms for implementing adaptable software.

• Automatic adaptation planning and decision making
based on exploiting software models at runtime.

• Context awareness, including modelling sensing, and
reasoning on both user context and available
computing and communication resources.

• Analysis, simulation, testing and tuning of adaptation
related behaviour.
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Impact and Exploitation
To make the vision of the “Information Society” come
true it will be necessary that a comprehensive set of
computer based information and communication
services are continuously and ubiquitously available to,
and used by, the citizens. However the development is
severely hampered by the lack of services truly usable
on handheld devices in mobile settings. MUSIC aims to
remove this obstacle by providing technology that has
the potential to improve the ease of use of computer
based services in mobile settings and thus speeding up
the transition.

This will have an impact on several actors in the
economy:

• Service providers (public and commercial) will be
better able to reach and satisfy their users and will
see an increased market for their products.

• By adopting MUSIC methods and tools software
developers will improve their ability and efficiency in
developing self-adapting software.

• Communication infrastructure operators will see
increased traffic and better utilisation of resources.

• Handheld device manufacturers and vendors will see
increased demands for their products.

These benefits will first be demonstrated in trial
services that will be developed using MUSIC tech-
nology and put into pilot use by the project partners
during the project. By adopting an Open Source strategy
including the establishment of an open source
community during the project lifetime, and the use of
development methods and tools endorsed by the open
source community, the project seeks to ensure
continued uptake and evolution of the technology.

Further Information
Project Name:
Self-Adapting Applications for
Mobile Users in
Ubiquitous Computing
Environments 
(MUSIC)
Reference number:
IST-035166 (Integrated Project)
Web:
www.ist-music.eu
Duration:
Oct 2006 – March 2010
(42 months)
Project Funding (EC/total):
€8.678.000 / €14.527.363
Project Contact:
Geir Horn, Sintef ICT,
Geir.Horn@sintef.no
DG INFSO Contact:
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/in
dex.html
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Tracking the product lifecycle

Technologies to continuously track products throughout their life cycles will provide

stakeholders with new ways to create product and service value.
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Background
Consumers want to buy products that differentiate
themselves from others while also being affordable and
reliable.This forces manufacturers in today’s fast-
changing global business environment to seek new ways
of gaining a competitive edge. Past initiatives aimed
solely at product cost, quality or time-to-market are no
longer sufficient to gain market advantage.
Total management of the product
lifecycle will offer new possibilities to
meet the consumers’ fast changing
needs.

A product lifecycle is characterised by
three phases: beginning of life (BOL),
including design and production,
middle-of-life (MOL), including use,
service and maintenance, and end-of-
life (EOL), characterised by various
scenarios such as reuse, refurbishment,
disassembly and disposal. Industry’s
ability to provide holistic products and
supporting services is currently limited
by the information gap within the total
product lifecycle: the flow of
information becomes less and less
complete as the product moves from
the design/production phase to the
middle- and end-of-life phases.

Focus
PROMISE project aims to address this gap in the
information flow and create better understanding and
control of the total costs of products over the lifecycle.
PROMISE gives manufacturers effective instruments to
create more value to the end users and win market share.

PROMISE focuses on the complete lifecycle of a product
with special emphasis on tracking and managing
information during the last two phases of life, (i.e. use,
service and maintenance, and end-of-life) and how
information from these phases can be fed back to the
earlier design and production phases.

The project is developing a new generation of Product
Information Tracking and Flow Management system.This

system will allow all actors involved in the product’s
lifecycle (managers, designers, service and maintenance
operators, recyclers, etc.) to track, manage and control
product information at any phase of its lifecycle (design,
manufacturing, MOL, EOL), at any time and from any
location.The breakthrough contribution of PROMISE, in
the long term, will be to allow information flow
management to go beyond the customer. It will close the

product lifecycle information loops using
the latest ICT, and seamlessly transform
that information into knowledge.

Project Activities
PROMISE is developing appropriate
technologies for decision-making based
on data gathered throughout a product
lifecycle, including product lifecycle
models, embedded devices, and
software components and tools.These
will enable and exploit the seamless
flow, tracing and updating of in-
formation about a product, after its
delivery to the customer and through
to the end of its life (de-registration
and decommissioning).

The PROMISE R&D implementation
plan includes fundamental and applied
research activities in the disciplines of
information systems modelling, smart
embedded systems, short and long

distance wireless communication
technologies, data management and modelling, statistical
methods for preventive maintenance, end-of-life
planning, adaptive production management and design-
for-X.

The key result will be a new IT infrastructure and
ubiquitous Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
software.This will include Product Embedded
Information Devices (PEIDs) based on a combination of
existing technologies, such as bar-code, RFID
transponders and short- as well as long-range wireless
communication technologies, and suitable for a wide
range of applications.Applications will be tested in 11
PROMISE demonstrators in the automotive, railway,
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heavy load vehicle, electronics and white goods sectors.
Activities also address integration and standardisation,
business development, and training issues.

Impact and Exploitation
PROMISE offers stakeholders an attractive business
proposition: to create value by transforming information
to knowledge at all phases of the product lifecycle and
thus improve product and service quality, efficiency and
sustainability.The product and service value may be
created at various levels: technical (e.g. exploiting
knowledge gained “in the field”); economic (e.g. new
business opportunities, better customer relations);
environmental (minimisation of pollution, resource use
and energy consumption); and social (greater comfort,
safety, security).

Closing of the product lifecycle information loops will
bring many benefits:

• Producers will be provided with complete data about
the modes of use and conditions of retirement and
disposal of their products.

• Service, maintenance and recycling experts will be
assisted in their work by: (a) a complete and always
up-to-date report about the status of the product,
and (b) real-time assistance and advice through the
internet.

• Designers will be able to exploit expertise and know-
how of the other players in the product’s lifecycle and
thus improve product designs towards lifecycle quality
goals.

• Recyclers/re-users will be able to obtain accurate
information about “value parts and materials” arriving
via EOL routes.

• In the very end PROMISE gives better value to end
users, lowers manufacturing costs and gives products
a new life.

PEIDs are a key enabling technology for advanced
product lifecycle management and real-time data
monitoring. Demand is growing rapidly and PEIDs are
expected to become a multi-billion euro market within
five years. Examples of new after sales services and
breakthrough improvements made possible by these
technologies are : new types of leasing services, better
customer relationship management, proof of producer,
damage management, and enhancement of security.

PROMISE is also an endorsed IMS project and brings
together a large international partnership involving five
IMS regions: EU, Switzerland, Japan,Australia and USA.
This integration of research efforts with common or
similar objectives contributes to develop synergies at
many levels.

A real opportunity for early adopters
By joining the Industrial Reference Group early adopters
are able to make the most out of the PROMISE and be
at the front line in delivering value to end users.

Interested? Contact us for more information on how to
add wisdom to your smart product!

Further Information
Project Name:
Product Lifecycle Management
and Information Tracking using
Smart Embedded Systems
(PROMISE)
Reference number:
IST-507100 (Integrated Project)
Web:
www.promise-plm.com
Duration:
Nov 2004 – May 2008 
(42 months)
Project Funding (EC/total):
€8.00m / €14.56m
Project Contact:
Asbjørn Rolstadås,
asbjorn.rolstadas@ntnu.no
DG INFSO Contact:
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
index.html
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Mapping a future for open source

By providing a focal point for European activities on open source software, CALIBRE

aims to ensure European industry and developers exploit the full potential of the

OSS phenomenon.
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Background
The open source software (OSS) phenomenon has been
around for quite some time, but the image of OSS is
undergoing a transformation. Over recent years OSS has
emerged as something quite different from its free
software antecedent. Free software was originally
perceived as largely an ideological phenomenon within
the domain of software
engineering.The open source
movement pragmatically
shifted the centre of gravity
towards a more business-
oriented and hybrid concept.

CALIBRE provides a focal point
for European activities on OSS,
integrating and coordinating
research and practice, promoting
best practices and developing a
research roadmap.

Focus
CALIBRE is an FP6 Co-ordination Action involving the
leading authorities on libre/open source software.
The main objectives of this two-year project are:

• to integrate and coordinate libre (free/open source)
software research and practice to ensure that the libre
phenomenon flourishes and delivers its true potential,
especially for the European ‘secondary’ software sector;

• to foster the effective transfer of useful lessons from libre
software to facilitate the next generation of software
engineering methods and tools; and 

• to establish a European Industry Open Source Software
Policy Forum to coordinate future policy-making and
secure long-term impact.

CALIBRE is studying three key areas of software
technologies: open source software, distributed
development, and agile methods.All are practice-led
initiatives where practice is ahead of theory in solving
its problems. However, there is a need for reflection and
absorption of these lessons from successful practice,
and theoretical integration of the results into research.
This will help ensure that research can make its most
useful contribution to these phenomena.

The project brings together an interdisciplinary consortium
of 12 academic and industrial research teams from France,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden, the
UK and China.

Project Activities
The OSS software phenomenon is multi-faceted and

represents a radical change of
perspective for both software
engineering and business
models of software
development and deployment.
As such it requires an
interdisciplinary research
agenda.

CALIBRE is devoting
substantial efforts to
characterising OSS projects,
products and processes.
Although the experiences of
successful OSS development

are growing, and some discussion about them is taking
place, we still lack a detailed, deep and objective analysis.
CALIBRE is generating a considerable amount of data
on OSS software projects together with studies from
both the software engineering and economic points of
view. Best practices are being identified and
disseminated, focusing on high level software engineering
methods and concepts.

The OSS phenomenon has lessons which go well beyond
the software sector and provide examples of innovative
organisational models and business opportunities.
CALIBRE is compiling a database of these OSS success
stories, distilling the principles from successful projects via
in-depth case studies and making them freely available to
practitioners.This will mitigate the risk for organisations
contemplating OSS and provides innovative exemplars of
how OSS developments may be leveraged by SMEs.

CALIBRE is also examining the relationships between libre
software and two other current trends: distributed
development of software and agile software development
methods.This work will result in the development of a
research roadmap to facilitate the next generation of
software engineering methods and tools.
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Impact and Exploitation
The European Open Source Industry Forum,
CALIBRATION, being set-up by CALIBRE will
coordinate future policy-making and so help secure
long-term impact.The CALIBRATION Forum and the
CALIBRE results will be disseminated through a series
of workshops and international conferences in the
various partner countries.

Distributed development is an issue of increasing
significance for organisations today, all the more so given
the current trend towards globalisation. Despite this,
proven methods for successful distributed development
have not yet been formulated.The core challenge seems
to lie in the complexity of maintaining good
communication, coordination and control when teams
are dispersed in different locations, and even different
time zones. Since the OSS development model is
distributed by nature, many lessons can be transferred
between OSS and distributed development.

Agile software development methods are, much like
OSS, examples of major success stories that have run
counter to the prevailing wisdom in software
engineering. Rather than being anti-method, agile
approaches operate on the principle of ‘just enough’ and
have produced some outstanding successes in software
development of late. Much synergy can be achieved by
combining the strengths and key lessons from both agile
methods and OSS. Such integration is already evident
given the popularity of OSS tools for agile
methodologies, such as CVS, xUnit and Eclipse.

Further Information
Project Name:
Co-ordination Action for Libre
Software Engineering for
Open Development Platforms
for Software and Services
(CALIBRE)
Reference number:
IST-004337 
(Co-ordination Action)
Web:
www.calibre.ie
Duration:
Jun 2004 – May 2006 
(24 months)
Project Funding (EC/total):
€1.5m / €1.65m  
Project Contact:
Prof Brian Fitzgerald, bf@ul.ie
DG INFSO Contact:
http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/st/
index.html
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Projects List
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Up to September 2006, the following projects relevant to Software Technologies have been supported under FP6.

They also include General Accompanying Measures.

Project No. Project Acronym Project Website Project No. Project Acronym Project Website

Integrated Projects

004182 AMIGO www.hitech-projects.com/
euprojects/amigo

004617 ASG asg-platform.org/cgi-bin/twiki/
view/Public

034081 MODELPLEX www.modelplex-ist.org

511731 MODELWARE www.modelware-ist.org

035166 MUSIC ist-music.eu

034101 OPUCE www.opuce.tid.es

507100 PROMISE www.promise.no

034763 QUALIPSO 

511680 SeCSE secse.eng.it

001945 Trustcom www.eu-trustcom.org

Networks of Excellence

004349 AOSD-Europe www.aosd-europe.net

Specific Targeted Research Projects

033710 AMPLE www.ample-project.net

034909 COMANCHE www.ist-commanche.eu

027234 COMET www.comet-consortium.org

033826 CREDO http://credo.cwi.nl

004152 DeDiSys www.dedisys.org

004312 EDOS www.edos-project.org

033472 EVOTEST www.evotest.eu

004758 GORDA gorda.di.uminho.pt

511723 INFRAWEBS www.infrawebs.org

004159 MADAM www.ist-madam.org

027055 MIDAS www.ist-midas.org

034466 MOMOCS www.momocs.org

026955 PLASTIC www.ist-plastic.org

004779 PYPY codespeak.net/pypy/
index.cgi?doc

033547 QUALOSS www.qualoss.eu

033596 REDSEEDS www.redseeds.eu

511599 RODIN rodin.cs.ncl.ac.uk

034620 S.M.S. www.ist-sms.org

034084 SELFMAN www.ist-selfman.org/wiki/
index.php/Main_Page

035157 SHADOWS https://sysrun.haifa.il.ibm.com/
shadows/index.html

027610 SIMS www.ist-sims.org

004559 SODIUM www.atc.gr/sodium/news.asp

033331 SQO-OSS www.sqo-oss.eu

034980 STASIS www.stasis-project.eu

035111 TEAM team.iisa-innov.com

033606 VIDE www.vide-ist.eu

Specific Support Actions and Coordination Actions

034731 3S www.eu-ecss.eu

004337 CALIBRE www.calibre.ie

035025 FASSBINDER www.fassbinder-project.eu

033982 FLOSSMETRICS flossmetrics.org

015722 FLOSSWorld www.flossworld.org

034359 NESSI-SOFT www.nessi.com

034595 SELF http://selfproject.eu

015981 TOSSAD www.tossad.org

004308 WS2 www.w3.org/2004/WS2
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